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Re-drawing of OS First Edition 1:2500 sheets for a later First
Edition printing

Richard Oliver and Paul Bishop

Bishop’s recent investigation of the reliability of OS mapping of buildings’ internal
divisions and building sizes1 highlighted, following a well-placed query from Rob
Wheeler before that piece went to press, that the first and later printings of OS
First Edition 1:2500 (‘25-inch’) mapping are different in several important aspects.
One of the obvious changes between the first and later printings of the First
Edition maps of Scotland that were examined is that the mapping and first
printing of the 25-inch maps were by parish, with those areas on a map sheet
outside that parish being left blank, whereas after c.1880 printings were of sheets
‘filled in’ to the neat line. But there were other, perhaps more subtle changes
between the first and later printings, examples of which are given below before
the reasons for the changes are described.

This matter of the First Edition 1:2500 being observably changed on reprint is
something that has been well known to some for at least 30 years, but it does not
seem to have been remarked on in print (hence this note). At one time, Alan
Godfrey used to give talks on OS large-scale maps, before the business of
reprinting them ate up all his time and energies, and he used to draw attention to
this matter: it is found on both the 1:2500 and those urban 1:500s that were
produced by zincography rather than engraving.

The reason for these differences lies in the production method for the 1:2500,
at any rate for those sheets first published up to circa 1888 using zincography.2
Once field examination was completed a manuscript ‘fair plan’ was drawn, which
served as the original ‘record’. In order to publish the mapping a tracing of the
fair plan was made in greasy lithographic ink; the tracing was then laid down on
a grained zinc plate. The plate was inked up and passed through a press enough
times to yield the requisite number of copies; after that the usual procedure was
to clean off the plate, and reuse it. This had the advantage that only a limited
number of zinc plates were needed, but the disadvantage that, when a reprint
was needed, new stock had to be supplied by repeating the trace-and-transfer
method; thus there was scope both for small differences that do not affect the
message of the map, for example the thickness of lines and the positioning of
text, and for changes that do affect the topographic content. There is strong
evidence that the plates for ‘heavy’ sheets, which were largely or wholly of built-
up areas, were, at any rate by the late 1880s, stored against reprinting, rather than

1 ‘The internal divisions and size of mapped buildings’, Sheetlines 105, 27.
2 The earliest 1:2500 sheets, of 1855-6, were printed by lithography (printing from stone);

zincography seems to have been substituted very quickly. In any case, the basic procedure
described here was the same regardless of whether lithography or zincography was
employed. A few 1:2500 first edition sheets were engraved, notably those for Glasgow and
London, and some of the printings of these engraved sheets were via transfers to zinc rather
than direct from the copper, but these zinc printings reproduce the engraving, and do not
involve any redrawing – or re-engraving.
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cleaned off: Devon sheet 80.6, issued by Alan Godfrey, appears to be a clear
example of this.

Examples of changes
Bishop has investigated two later printings of First Edition 25-inch sheets –
Stirlingshire sheets 32.2 and 27.15 – which were both ‘Zincographed and
Published at the Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton 1893’. Both sheets have
survey dates at the bottom left-hand corner, 1859 & 1860 and 1860 respectively.
Stirlingshire sheet 32.2, which covers the built-up area of the town of Milngavie is
also annotated in the bottom left-hand corner margin thus: “Railway inserted in
1868”. A range of changes have been introduced in re-drawing the sheets for the
later printing, from the merely ‘cosmetic’ (changes in symbology) to the more
substantive; figure 1 gives examples of the latter, including changes in road lay-
out and changes to a building’s footprint. It is clear from figure 1 that the detail
(and in places the number) of symbols for trees/vegetation are changed in the re-
drawing. In figure 2 are given examples of other changes in vegetation.

Figure 1a (left) First printing and figure 1b (right) later (1893) printing of First
Edition 25-inch representations of the Baldernock Parish Church (Stirlingshire
sheet 32.2). Note the following: the land parcel numbers are identical but some
parcel numbers have been moved for the late printing, which also now includes
each parcel’s area (in Imperial acres); the changes in lettering styles between the
two printings and slight changes in the positioning of labels (eg the word
“Church”); small but not insignificant differences in the footprint of the church
between the two printings; the lack of wall shading on buildings in the late
printing; the latter’s greater detail of the road lay-out at the south-eastern corner
of the Burial Ground; removal on the later printing of the narrow track behind
the Kirkhouse; and changes in the tree symbols.
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Similar examples of changes can be seen in comparing the Crystal Palace sheet of
1864, reissued in a restricted edition by the Charles Close Society in 2010, with
Kent sheet 7.10, in a printing of 1895 issued by Alan Godfrey in 1988.

Sources for First Edition 1:2500s
The number of surviving exemplars of 1:2500 First Edition mapping is limited,
and the survivors fall into three groups:

First are the initial printings, which were sent to some legal deposit
(‘copyright’) libraries, and of which copies may be encountered in other
collections;3 these will be by parishes where publication was in this form, as it
was in England and Wales up to circa 1870 and in Scotland up to the completion
of the initial publication of the 1:2500 circa 1880.4

Second are the ‘reprints’ produced as necessary to replenish stock;
comparatively few of these are known to survive, and such as do will be found in
various local or private collections. It is quite unclear at present how extensive
such reprinting was.

Third are the ‘Record Maps’. In origin these are simply the final printings of
each First Edition sheet, and may be either the initial printing, where stocks were
adequate, or second or subsequent printings. These ‘Record Maps’ were
effectively unsold stock after the first revision (‘Second Edition’) sheets were
published, from about 1894 onwards; they were retained by the OS as
‘superseded editions’ for sale to the public, and were the basis of the OS’s Record

3 The British Library and, it is believed, the Bodleian Library, took every sheet that was
published; the National Library of Scotland took only Scottish sheets, and Cambridge
University Library took only Cambridgeshire sheets. Trinity College Dublin holds some early
1:2500s that were presumably sent under legal deposit, but we do not know how extensive
its holdings of non-Irish 1:2500s are.

4 Publication of the 1:2500 falls into two: that in 1855-89 of counties either not hitherto mapped
at larger than one-inch or not mapped at all, and that in 1888-96 of counties originally
surveyed between 1841 and 1855 at the six-inch scale. Most or all of the 1:2500 publication
of the ‘six-inch’ counties used photozincography or heliozincography, which did not entail
the trace-and-transfer method.

Figure 2a (Left) First printing, and figure 2b (right) later printing of First
Edition 25-inch representations of vegetation on Stirlingshire sheet 27.15. Note
how the symbols are broadly similar, distinguishing broadleaf trees from
conifers, but the number and placement of the symbols in detail vary between
the two printings.
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Map Library.5 The two main sources of 1:2500 record sheets are Cambridge
University Library, which was the recipient of many of the Record Map Library
copies, and the National Library of Scotland, which acquired its set as a
consequence of the OS disposing of its ‘record map sales stock’ in the late 1960s.
Other ‘record map’ 1:2500s may be encountered in county record offices and
other local collections.

Many of the 1:2500 sheets that have been reissued by Alan Godfrey since 1981
have been taken from ‘Record Map’ copies, and whilst most of the Godfrey
Edition issues are of Second Edition or later sheets, a number are from First
Edition sheets, and several of those are of ‘record copy’ final printings; a selection
is listed in the Appendix. There are changes both to marginalia and to the actual
content on the map face. It should be noted that all these sheets are on the edge
of the then built-up area of London, and may not be wholly typical.

Actual revision on the ground of First Edition 1:2500 mapping was
exceptional. Some is known on the south side of London, and is apparent in
comparing the Crystal Palace sheet of 1864 with the 1895 printing of Kent 7.10.
There was some addition of railways up to about 1872, and this may be indicated
by a ‘Railways inserted’ note; it is not known what the procedure was, and
whether the insertion involved revising the original ‘fair plan’.

Changes to marginalia
The following have been noted on the maps used for the Godfreys, but are not
exhaustive. The Appendix at the end gives the ‘raw data’, and indicates that
detailed treatment can vary between printings of apparently similar date. It is to
be noted that pre-1871 ‘parish’ sheets lacked all marginalia other than parish
name, sheet number and scale bars.

Survey, etc, date: From about 1871 this was included in a publication
statement bottom centre; by 1880 it was in a separate note placed bottom left.
This is occasionally supplemented by a note of revision or by a railway insertion
note, as noted above for the Stirlingshire sheet 32.2. It should be noted that up to
1888 the date of ‘survey’ was actually that when the fair plan was certified as fit
for publication, and that this may be a year or so later than the latest visit to the
ground.

Publication date: This was only routinely included on zincographed map
sheets from about 1879 onwards. Up to 1887 there was a two-line note, with
‘Zincographed and published…’ in italic and the publication date in sans-serif
‘Egyptian’ on a separate line below: this style is seen on Kent 15.2. From about
1887 onwards (the division may not be clear-cut) the date was included, in italic,
at the end of the ‘Zincographed…’ statement (as is seen on the Stirlingshire sheets
examined above, both published in 1893). It follows from this that an ‘italic date’
such as ‘1879’ on Kent 8.5 is a post-1887 addition. The ‘1874’ publication date on
Kent 10.7 is in post-1887 style and seems suspect anyway in view of the

5 Or at any rate the Record Map Library as it was from the 1950s through to its dispersal in
2009; it is unclear what may have been lost by enemy action in 1940. The story is probably
much less straightforward than as given here.
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publication history of the constituent parish parts, but it might possibly record
that the sheet was first printed in ‘filled’ form in 1874.

Reprint date: it is unclear when this was introduced: note that Kent 8.8 was
‘Re-printed in 1895’, Kent 7.10 was ‘Reprinted in 1895’, and Kent 2.15 is ‘Re-print
20/95’: study of a wider selection of sheets might help determine whether this is
inconsistency, or reflects frequent changes in instructions as to wording. It
remains to be determined how reliable the use of ‘reprint’ is in indicating whether
a zinc plate had been stored, rather than cleaned off.

Boundary legend: An explanation of ‘Characteristics and symbols for
boundaries &c’ was added to some reprints from the early 1890s onwards: it was
produced by transferring from a copper engraved original, and seems to have
been added to some plates that had been stored, as well as to newly-created
plates.

Edition heading: A heading, approximately top centre, in the style ‘FIRST
EDITION 18__’ was introduced in about 1894 or 1895, probably simultaneously
with publication of the first 1:2500 ‘Second Edition’ sheets. The 1903 printing of
Devon 80.6 indicates that the heading might be added onto an ‘original’ plate that
had been stored.

Changes on the face of the map
Acreages: Originally acreages for the 1:2500 were published in separate books;6
from 1884 the books gradually fell out of use with the acreages being included on
the face of the maps (eg figure 1b). Most of the post-1884 First Edition printings
in the Godfrey Edition include the acreages on the map face. It is unclear whether
this reflects general practice, or whether it reflects stocks of area books or size of
parish or treatment of adjoining sheets, or some other consideration; note that
Kent 15.2, printed in 1886, lacks acreages. It is unclear as yet whether the
acreages were stamped or otherwise transferred onto the plate, or whether their
presence indicates a complete retransfer.

Altitudes: The practice up to the early 1890s was for the values to be written
in a similar italic to other text on the map face; bench-marks were indicated by an
arrow, and spot-heights by a dot (see figure 1a). From the early 1890s values
were stamped, in sans-serif ‘italic Egyptian’, and spot-heights were indicated by a
‘plus-sign’ which, as it varies in size between individual sheets, was presumably
drawn rather than stamped (see figure 1b). The retention of the older style, for
example on Devon 80.6 printed in 1903 (Exeter city; reissued by Alan Godfrey),
can be an indicator of a plate that was stored, rather than re-traced and re-
transferred.

‘Minor detail’: A review of OS work by the Office of Works in 1870-1 criticised
minor details such as paths in gardens, and by the mid 1870s the garden paths
and rails under roofed areas (as at Crystal Palace [low level] Station on Kent 7.10),
and possibly other details, were being omitted from new publications; the
evidence of Stirlingshire 32.2 (figure 1) and of the sheets in the Appendix below

6 Richard Oliver, Ordnance Survey Maps: a concise guide for historians, Charles Close Society,
2013, 58.
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is that by the mid 1880s such details were also being omitted from reprints. It is
for investigation whether they were omitted from reprints from the same time as
they were excluded from new publications. The treatment of hedgerow timber,
drawn attention to in figure 2, needs further investigation.

Stamped text: Up to the late 1880s most text on 1:2500 mapping seems to have
been either stencilled or, for smaller lettering, penned freehand; thereafter
stamped lettering was used on new publications, and it is also known on some
1:2500 reprints – a sure indication of ‘re-transfer’. A relatively ‘high profile’
example is the extract from Wiltshire 48.8 in the ‘Seymour history’, which
purports to be 1880.7

Appendix
A selection of ‘record copy’ final printings.

Kent
2.15 – ‘FIRST EDITION 1865’; ‘Zincographed and Published … 1875’; ‘Surveyed in
1862’, ‘Re-print 20/95’; parts of 3 parishes; with acreages; ; sans-serif altitudes,
marked by +. Heading and imprint style are mid-1890s; drawing style is more
1880s; boundary legend. Date in heading is consistent with original publication of
consistent parishes.
3.19 – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published … 1885’; ‘Surveyed in 1862,
1863 & 1864’, ‘Reprinted in 1893’. 1 parish in Kent; also includes part of Essex;
with acreages. Imprint style is mid-1890s; drawing style is a little ‘rough’ for mid
1880s.
7.4 – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published … 1879’; ‘Surveyed in 1863 &
1867’, ‘New railways inserted in 1870’, ‘Re-zincographed and printed in 1885’,
‘Reprinted in 1889-93’; parts of 5 parishes; parcel numbers only. Imprint style and
drawing style are mid 1880s.
7.10 – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published’, no date; ‘Surveyed in 1861, 62,
63 & 70. Revised in 1868 & 70.’; ‘New Railway inserted in 1871. Published in
1879.’ ‘Reprinted in 1895’; parts of 5 parishes, in 2 counties; with acreages; sans-
serif altitudes, marked by +. Imprint style is mid-1890s; drawing style is 1880s.
Boundary legend. Crystal Palace [low level] Station is depicted with overall roof,
and rails and other details under the roofed area are not shown – unlike the
original version, as exemplified by the 1864 Plan of the Crystal Palace and its
environs, reissued by the Charles Close Society in 2010.
7.14 – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published … 1888’; ‘Surveyed in 1861 &
1862’, ‘Revised in 1868’, ‘Reprinted in 1891’; parts of 3 parishes, in 2 counties;
with acreages. Imprint and drawing style are consistent with 1888.
7.15 – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published’, no date; ‘Surveyed in 1861,
Published in 1883’, ‘New Railways inserted in 1871, Reprinted in 1894’; parts of 2
parishes in 2 counties; with acreages; sans-serif altitudes, marked by +. Drawing
style is consistent with 1883; imprint style is mid 1890s. Boundary legend.

7 WA Seymour (ed), A history of the Ordnance Survey, Folkestone: Dawson, 1980, plate 12: only
the lack of hand-colour and the hedgerow trees differ from the ‘Second Edition’ style.
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7.16 – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published … 1863’; ‘Surveyed in 1861’,
‘Re-zincographed and printed in 1893’, ‘Re-printed in 1895’; parts of 3 parishes;
with acreages; sans-serif altitudes, marked by +. Drawing style and imprint seem
more characteristic of 1880s than 1890s, and the style of depicting altitudes seems
decidedly anachronistic.
8.4 – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published … 1883’; ‘Surveyed in 1862’, ‘Re-
zincographed and printed in 1893’; parts of 2 parishes; with acreages; sans-serif
altitudes, marked by +. Drawing style is consistent with 1883; imprint style is later.
8.5 – ‘FIRST EDITION 1864’; ‘Zincographed and Published … 1879’; ‘Surveyed in
1861’, ‘Reprint 20/96’; parts of 3 parishes; with acreages; sans-serif altitudes,
marked by +. Drawing style and imprint are consistent with late 1880s or 1890s;
date in heading is consistent with original publication of consistent parishes.
Boundary legend.
8.8 – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published’, no date; ‘Surveyed in 1862 &
1867. Railway inserted in 1870. Published in 1883’; ‘Re-printed in 1895’; parts of 2
parishes; with acreages; sans-serif altitudes, marked by +. Drawing style is
consistent with 1883; imprint style is later. Boundary legend.
10.7 – ‘FIRST EDITION 1874’; ‘Zincographed and Published … 1874’; ‘Surveyed in
1865’, ‘Reprint 20/97’; parts of 4 parishes; with acreages. Drawing and imprint
style are circa 1879-84; includes contours; original publication 1863-7.
15.2 – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published … 1886’; ‘Surveyed in 1861’,
‘Revised in 1868 & 1869’; parts of 2 parishes in 2 counties; no acreages. Drawing
style and imprint are consistent with 1886. Norwood Junction station is depicted
with overall roof, and rails under the roofed area are not shown.

Middlesex
7.10 [issued as ‘Winchmore Hill in 1865’ by Southgate Civic Trust, 1987] – No
heading; ‘Zincographed and Published’, no date; ‘Surveyed in 1865. Published in
1882’; ‘Reprinted in 1894’; all 1 parish; with acreages. Drawing style may be
possible for 1882, but imprint style is mid 1890s; boundary legend; includes
contours.
16.9 [‘London 57’ in Godfrey Edition] – No heading; ‘Zincographed and Published
… 1874’; ‘Surveyed in 1864’, ‘Re-zincographed & printed in 1891’; parts of 2
parishes; with acreages; sans-serif altitudes, marked by +. Drawing style and
imprint are consistent with 1891.


